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Objective
This public policy explains how the Department of Communications engages in social media. It
outlines what you can expect from us and the things we expect from you when you engage with us.

Use of social media
We use social media to communicate and engage with the public and our stakeholders about our
policies and programmes.

Our accounts:
Twitter
•
•

CommsAu
ANZLIC

Facebook
•
•
•

Stay Smart Online
Cybersafety Help – Australian Government
Department of Communications Graduate Program

YouTube
•
•

DeptCommsAu
Stay Smart Online

LinkedIn
•

Department of Communications

We also may participate in various groups and forums where appropriate and contribute to wikis,
blogs and social news sites. We may also share and retweet content. This should not be taken as
endorsement.

How we work
As public servants in the Australian Government we are bound by the Australian Public Service
Commission’s guidelines on online participation. These include:
•
•
•
•

behaving with respect and courtesy, and without harassment
dealing appropriately with information, recognising that some information needs to remain
confidential
delivering services fairly, effectively, impartially and courteously to the Australian public
being sensitive to the diversity of the Australian public
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taking reasonable steps to avoid conflicts of interest
making proper use of Commonwealth resources
upholding the APS Values and the integrity and good reputation of the APS
not acting in a way that would call into question the APS employee’s ability to be apolitical,
impartial and professional in the performance of their duties.

•
•
•
•

Our expectations of you
We welcome constructive and respectful engagement in line with the following guidelines:
•

keep your content relevant to the online community

•

protect your personal privacy by not including the personal information of either yourself or
others (e.g. email addresses, private addresses or phone numbers)

•

don’t defame, insult, abuse, harass, stalk, threaten or attack anyone

•

don’t use language that is obscene, offensive

•

don’t discriminate against any particular gender, sexual preference, religion or race/ethnicity

•

don’t advertise or promote commercial interests

•

don’t promote illegal or unethical activities.

Similarly, please show respect to other members of the online community, and remember, what you
contribute is in the public domain, so please don’t share private information.
If necessary, we will not post or will remove content that doesn’t comply with these guidelines. If an
individual and/or group continue to breach these guidelines we will block, ban delete or report the
user/s. People wishing to send us material and submissions should contact us through our website.
This policy is in addition to the ‘user policy’ and ‘terms and conditions’ of each social media channel
(e.g. Facebook/Twitter), and specific ‘Terms of Use’ relevant to each online community, which you
can read about via the relevant social media channels.
We may update this policy at any time.

Twitter
The following policy applies to all Department of Communications managed Twitter accounts,
including @CommsAu and @ANZLIC.
The Department’s aim is to share relevant information and promote public engagement. This
includes providing information about media releases, conferences and other activities involving the
Department, as well as Australian Government information (including tweets from other agencies)
and general information relevant to the communications portfolio.
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By linking to content, retweeting or acknowledging the source of a tweet, we are not endorsing that
content or source. We are simply sharing information we believe may be of interest to people
interested in matters relating to this portfolio and/or attributing a source.
If you send a message or question, either publicly or via direct message, the team managing the
Twitter account will liaise with the relevant area in the Department and endeavour to respond by
the next business day. Please note that, as a general rule, we will monitor the channel during
business hours only.
Contacting the Department via a Twitter account is not the best way to send through a formal
enquiry. If you have a formal request, comment or enquiry, please consider contacting us via the
contacts page.
If you have feedback for other government agencies, including those who we tweet about or
retweet, you should send your feedback to them directly. We will not routinely contact other
agencies to share any comments about them that you send to us.

Our follow policy
We do not automatically follow any account that follows our accounts.
We use our Twitter accounts in combination with social media software to find tweets to retweet or
reply to. Our policy is to follow accounts that are relevant to the Department’s portfolio as
stakeholders, news organisations and thought leaders, but our sources of information and tweets
are not limited to our following list.
Following a Twitter account does not imply the Department endorses the organisation/individual
or their tweets.

Public and Protected Tweets

Be aware that Twitter is a public space, unless you make your tweets protected or send direct
messages, all interaction is publicly viewable and searchable over time. To learn more about
Twitter’s public and protected channel account private, read this help page provided by Twitter:
•

About public and protected tweets

Feedback

If you have any feedback about the Department’s Twitter accounts, please send us a tweet, direct
message or an email to Twitter@communications.gov.au.
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